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	Notable advances of the last quarter-century have deepened our appreciation of the three-dimensional nature of the ocean's large-scale circulation. This circulation has important implications for ocean chemistry and biology, atmospheric science, and climate. Ocean Circulation in Three Dimensions surveys both observations and theories of the time-mean circulation, enabling readers to see the relevance and limitations of leading theories, as well as the patterns linking the behavior of different oceans. The book covers "classical" topics of horizontal circulation, and expands them to include shallow wind-driven overturning, the deep global "conveyer belt", high latitudes, the role of eddies, and the ocean's role in heat transport. Solutions to exercises are available online for instructor use. This textbook is ideal for students of physical oceanography, chemical oceanography and climate. It is also suitable for readers from related fields as it includes a summary of introductory topics.
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Manual of Temporomandibular DisordersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Manual of Temporomandibular Disorders, Second Edition is a four-color, softcover handbook of information on temporomandibular disorders, an array of medical and dental conditions that affect the temporomandibular joint (TMJ), masticatory muscles, and contiguous structures. The book provides evidence-based, clinically...
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Maple By Example, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2005
"Overall, I found the book very nice to read and easy to follow. All major aspects of Maple that a novice to intermediate user would come across are covered." 
- Laurent Bernard, Maplesoft, Inc.

"The book is eminently readable with a good narrative style and a good blend of didactic exposition followed by the relevant...
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Kivy CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Enhance your skills in developing multi-touch applications with Kivy


	About This Book

	
		Create most diverse apps and learn how to distribute them with the help of the Kivy framework
	
		Explore Kivy API to develop user interfaces and control multi-touch events
	
		Step-by-step recipes...
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GameMaker: Studio 100 Programming ChallengesApress, 2017

	Push your GameMaker programming skills to the edge with 100 programming challenges using the popular GameMaker: Studio and GML. Each challenge includes an outline of the challenge, a scoring and time guide, useful GML code, and a working example provided in GMZ format. For more advanced programmers, each challenge comes with an additional task...
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Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces: Integrating Printed and Digital Documents (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2012

	Even at the beginning of the 21st century, we are far from becoming paperless. Pen and paper is still the only truly ubiquitous information processing technology. Pen-and-paper user interfaces bridge the gap between paper and the digital world. Rather than replacing paper with electronic media, they seamlessly integrate both worlds in a...
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The Art of the App Store: The Business of Apple DevelopmentWrox Press, 2011


	Wit h roughly half a mi llion active apps available for download and a current

	pace of 20,000 new apps approved every month (according to 148apps.biz), the

	iOS App Store has been without doubt a phenomenal success. From its launch in

	2008, it’s seen exponential growth both in revenue generated and apps created,

	and it...
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